SPECIAL AREAS
Fitness
T1

T2

T3

Play lead-up activities similar to organized activity
Understand rules of games
Identify a physical activity of interest

SCHOOL

Understand that physical movement has a positive effect on mood

STUDENT

Art
T1

T2

T3

TEACHER

Know and use the element of color when creating artworks.
Know and use the element of shapes and line when creating
artworks.

GRADE LEVEL

4

Music
T1

T2

T3

SCHOOL YEAR

Reading and composing music

STUDENT PROMOTED TO GRADE

Performing music

STUDENT ASSIGNED TO TEACHER

Library
T1

T2

T3

Determine validity of types of biographies
Synthesize information to generate new understanding
Attendance
Innovation & Design Studio

T1
T1

T2

T3

Days Excused

Use a design process for generating ideas, testing theories, and
creating innovative artifacts

Days Unexcused

Understanding the rights and obligations of using and sharing
intellectual property

Total Days Absent

Actively explore real-world issues and problems, develop ideas and
pursue solutions
Tardy Excused
Tardy Unexcused

CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL LEARNER
T1

T2

T3

Citizenship

Attendance Negatively Impacts Performance

Responsibility
Personal Conduct
Persistence & Perseverance
Collaboration

CHARACTERISTICS OF A SUCCESSFUL LEARNER RATING KEY
Student is secure in this characteristic.

S

Student is developing this characteristic.

D

Student is beginning to master this characteristic.

B

T2

T3

ACADEMIC RATING KEY

LANGUAGE ARTS

Mastery of this standard is secure.

4

Student is developing in this area.
Student is making steady progress toward mastery.

3

Student is developing in this area.
Limited progress has been demonstrated.

2

Student has not yet demonstrated progress toward
mastery of this standard.

1

Foundational Skills
T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

T1

T2

T3

740 - 940

740 - 940

740 - 940

Reads with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension
Uses combined knowledge of phonics and word analysis skills to decode words
Reading Literature

MATHEMATICS

Determines the theme of a text from details
Summarizes literature

Numbers and Operations

Refers to details and examples in text to support what the text says and make inferences
T1

T2

T3

Applies place value concepts to show an understanding of multi-digit whole numbers

Compares and contrasts an event or topic told from two different points of view
Determines the meaning of words from text

Extends the understanding of fractions to show equivalence and ordering
Builds fractions from unit fractions by applying knowledge of whole numbers

Reading Informational Text

Understands the relationship between fractions and decimals
Algebraic Concepts

Compares and contrasts an event or topic told from two different points of view
T1

T2

T3

Determines the main idea of a text and explain how it is supported by key details

Represents and solves problems involving the four operations

Summarizes non-fiction text

Generates and analyzes patterns using one rule

Uses text features to comprehend text
Integrates information from two texts on the same topic to demonstrate understanding of that topic
Geometry
T1

T2

T3

Speaking and Listening

Draws lines and angles and identifies these in two-dimensional figures
Classifies two-dimensional figures by properties of their lines and angles

Engages in collaborative discussions building on others’ ideas & expresses his/her own ideas

Recognizes symmetric shapes and draws lines of symmetry

Speaks audibly to report on a topic using appropriate facts

Measurement and Data

Writing
T1

T2

T3

Solves problems involving measurement and conversions from a larger unit to a smaller unit

Writes narratives to develop real or imaginative experiences or events effectively

Translates information from one type of data display to another

Writes informative/explanatory texts to examine topics and convey ideas and information clearly

Measures angles and use properties of adjacent angles to solve problems

Groups related information in paragraphs
Writes opinion pieces on topics and texts using factual support
Demonstrates a grade appropriate command of the conventions of standard English grammar, usage,
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling

SOCIAL STUDIES
T1

T2

T3

Demonstrates an understanding of social studies content and concepts
Apply critical thinking to extend understanding of content and concepts

Student's Lexile Reading Level

SCIENCE

Expected Reading Continuum
T1

Demonstrates an understanding of scientific content and concepts
Apply process skills in problem solving to develop and justify explanations

T2

T3

STUDENT:
Trimester 1 Comments

Trimester 2 Comments

Trimester 3 Comments

